INVITES YOU TO JOIN US FOR OUR MTNA SHOWCASES!

The Student, the Teacher, the Music, and the Journey
WILLIS MUSIC
Jason Sifford
Whether introducing a new piece or helping students prepare for an important performance, join Jason Sifford as he explores ways of working with repertoire to help students grow into mature, confident musicians. Plus, new releases!

Teach and Learn with ACE
FABER PIANO ADVENTURES®
Randall Faber
As piano teachers, how do we bring about a deeper understanding of concepts? More personalized expression? Practical keyboard technique? Enhance your professional teaching with self-guided study and reflection using Analysis, Creativity, and Expression.

World-Class Arranger Phillip Keveren Is in the House!
HAL LEONARD
Phillip Keveren
The wildly successful Phillip Keveren Series has grown to 100+ books featuring his pianistic and inspiring arrangements. Don’t miss this opportunity to hear Phillip live! Also featured will be new releases from your favorite Hal Leonard composers.

Boost Your Technique & Artistry
FABER PIANO INSTITUTE®
Fred Karpoff
What if you could confidently solve any technical problem? Playing the piano should feel easy—teaching technique should be as well! Join Fred Karpoff to learn about professional development resources from the Faber Piano Institute.

Visit all of our booths in the exhibit hall during the conference.

FREE MUSIC WILL BE GIVEN TO ATTENDEES AT ALL OUR SHOWCASES!